QUALIFIED FINNISH
TRANSLATION SERVICE

Intros:
Finnish, we also known as Suomi, is the oﬃcial language in
Finland.Almost 92% of the people in Finland and some ethnic Finns use
Finnish.
Finnish was generated from an ancient language, it formed at about 1st
century AD.
The earliest literature using Finnish is at the very beginning of 16th
century, Mikael Agricola translated some part of The Bible using it.
Late into the end of 16th century, there ﬁnally came some Finland author
began to use Finnish to write their book, but when it comes to some very
important work, only Latin was used.
Finnish got a strong eﬀect by Swedish for a long time, especially the
glossary.
Nationalism had made contributes to Finnish, many scholar wanted to
make Finnish “ﬁnlandized”, that means abandon the borrowing words
and grammar structure from Swedish.
Tough problems when learning Finnish:
Words:
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Even though Finland belongs to Europe, Finnish doesn’t be a part of
European phylum,this makes a huge diﬀerence between Finnish and
European Language. But there are many borrowing words from Swedish
and Russian.
Sound:
The combination of Finnish often add termination to etyma, it may look
like mechanised, but when some certain termination added to
etyma,termination often changed. the most tough point in sound is its
length , diﬀerent length of sound usually use diﬀerent words.eg.kansakanssa,muta-muuta-mutta
Grammar：
This is the hardest place of learning Finnish,There are four tenses,
namely present, past, perfect and pluperfect;we may go through this
deeper in the later entries.
Language Form:
Just like Arabic Language, Finnish has two kinds of language forms.
The ﬁrst one is general form – yleiskieli, it’s usually used in formal
situation like church,politic speech and news reports.Its written form
called kirjakieli, almost all the publications are using this language form.
The other one is Puhekieli, using for general Tv or Radio shows , internet
chat, oral communications etc.
Borrowing Words:
Because of Finland belonged to the kingdom of Sweden from the 12th
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century and was ceded to Russia in 1809,so the borrowing words comes
mostly from Sweden,parts of Russia,eg. Raamattu (Bible) comes
from Russia.
To the recent days, the borrowing words comes more from English than
the past,especially at the culture ﬁeld,business and trade,music and ﬁlm.
Some of the multinational companies like Nokia from Finland has set
English as their companies’ main language, the new kinds of borrowing
words not only made a crush on the Finnish words, but also squeezed out
the earlier borrowing words from the other country. for example: dating,
the earlier Finnish words of dating is:treﬀailla, borrowing from Sweden,
which has been replaced by deittailla from English.
However, this does not mean that Finnish is threatened by English.
Borrowing is normal language evolution.
Now CCJK oﬀers you one-stop-solution with Finnish Translation.
How we do?
Firstly, CCJK has a talent pool with professional native Finland
Translators, we have coped many Finland cases which made
us expertly in this area.
Secondly, CCJK maintains our commitment – Quality comes ﬁrst, we
handle every project strictly follow TEP ﬂow(Translation, editor and
proofread) .
Thirdly, we using Translating Memory System to save your money, which
means we won’t charge (or charge few) any content we have translated,
if we are keeping doing your project, you have no need to worry about
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the quality and consistency.
Fourthly,always meet your delivery date. we know that time is money
while doing business.sometimes 1 minute late will cause you losing one
order.In CCJK, we will try our best and within professional project
manager to deliver the best.
Fifthly, CCJK oﬀer 7/24 service, whenever you needed, we are here
standing by. (50 plus professional full time translator and 2000 plus
qualiﬁed freelancer!)
Sixthly,we guarantee your conﬁdentiality. Your business info is totally
safe with us.
For

more

info

about

CCJK,

please

refer

to http://www.ccjk.com/the-company/
For fast, free quote, please go to Free Quote
For any urgency, call us on +86 755 8611 7878
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